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What is Revenue Management?

Revenue management is the application of disciplined analytics that predicts shopper and consumer 
behaviour at the micro-market level and optimises product availability and price to maximise revenue 
growth. 

Revenue management is also defined as the management of demand so the right customer gets the 
right product at the right price to optimise revenues for manufacturers and retailers.

Our approach is to utilise the five value drivers of the Revenue Management Delivery Framework to 
diagnose, identify, and unlock the right revenue opportunities for sustainable top-line and profitable 
growth. 

Incremental Revenue 2 – 8% Incremental Profit Delivery 2 – 12% Spend Efficiency 1-4%
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We will see an active reduction in consumer spending.
- Lasting changes to the value-equation for households, the rise of
value-conscious and trade-offs.

- Re-evaluation of where we shop, how we spend.
- Value prioritised across all demographics, and influence store choice for
shoppers.

- Trading down, deal hunters and cherry pickers across many categories.
- The role and importance of private label increased throughout Europe during
the Global Financial Crisis, and importantly growth continued after the recession
as shoppers trialled and recognised that private label quality was as good as
branded offering.

- Within the UK 2008 Recession, 40% of independent businesses closed within 
2008/9 as banks reduced their risk by reducing overdraft and payment term 
facilities.

- Market analysts forecast up to 50% of small businesses within Australia will not 
re-open, impacting indies and on-prem venues.

- We will see distributor network changes to reduce costs where possible, and 
usually during this time consolidation across retailers, particularly within 
developing and emerging markets as outlets want to benefit from collective 
terms and bargaining power.

We will see significant and continued channel shifting.

Value will become central to store choice.
- Rise of online, discounters and pop up shops (hugely effective for clearance 
and stock liquidation)

- Pharmacy will remain relevant capitalising on health and preventative 
medication trends.

- Consumer needs remain the same, however how these can be satisfied in a 
guilt-free way becomes the challenge.

The in-store experience will change, and may make some channels 
less relevant.
- If in-store trial, testing, tasting, etc. are an important part of your distribution 

channel, for example premium department stores for cosmetics, your business 
model may have to change rapidly to remain relevant. Those products that have 
direct application contact onto skin will not be permitted. This will last beyond 
the corona health crisis.

- We know that premium, department and luxury stores, and stores connected to 
travel for example duty free, are at high risk of revenue declines.

Globally and within local markets, the economic indicators are what we should plan for a 
recession, and have this assumption built into scenarios over the next 24 months… at least.

Behaviour changes will last well beyond the health crisis:
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How will retailers respond within a recession?

Retailers will ruthlessly go after bad costs within their organisations.

Retailers will prioritise building shopper value, trust and convenience.

Closure of less profitable stores, and changes to trading hours.

Range rationalisation.

- Building shopper value perceptions central to marketing campaigns.
- Catalogue statements front and back pages.
- Traffic drivers usually High / Low transition into Medium / Low.
- Trusted pricing for transaction builders / routine categories.
- Stricter vendor governance for price increase (high risk).

- Usually the quickest and largest cut is within operational wages, particularly within high-wage-cost
markets like Australia.

- There is a renewed focus on efficiency as a result, robotization and automation where possible. Even
within Woolworths, cleaning staff have been replaced with robots moving up and down the main aisles.

- Managing performance of underperforming stores.
- Allocation of resource to demand as this change with higher unemployement and change in shopping

behaviours.

- Simplify the supplier base and remove complexity and costs within supply chain.
- Effective negotiation tactics for retailer favourable trading terms.

Minimum orders quantities are evaluated across supplier, distributors and retailers. 

You may want to reconsider MOQs or shipment sizes if you have higher value items and want to 
maintain current distribution within smaller outlets, for example tobacco, high value alcohol, premium 
cosmetics etc.

All will focus on payment terms, balancing extensions for retailers and distributors versus 
reduction for suppliers. 
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Retailer buying teams will become more focussed on managing profitability of  
categories and suppliers. 

-

-

Rational buying team can become seemingly less 
rational as the scrutiny increases on performances 
and they chase conditionality targets.
Supplier cost increases are aggressively battled, 
and there are causalities.

Manage 
for Profit

Manage 
for Exit

Manage 
for Growth

Manage 
for Growth 
and Profit

Reduce inventory value through buying simplification initiatives.

Retailers initiate value chain assessments prioritising front margin versus back margin, for example off 
invoice discounting as it reduces inventory value, and efficiencies including duty allocation across the 
supply chain, even moving into consignment stock.

Store clustering.

Retailers revise their store clustering, and target their offering according to affluence, impacting range, 
price, promotion and execution.
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The Revenue Management Golden Rules for Winning Within a Recession

EVALUATE AND PROTECT YOUR MARKET POSITION

SHIFT YOUR RISK / MANAGE YOUR RISK / MITIGATE YOUR EXPOSURE

FOLLOW YOUR CONSUMERS, WHERE AND HOW THEY SHOP WILL CHANGE

COMPLETE FULL END TO END VALUE CHAIN ASSESSMENT ACROSS THE FULL 
PORTFOLIO

EVERY BRAND NEEDS A CLEAR STRATEGY ON PRICE PER KILOGRAM / PER LITRE, AND 
THIS SHOULD GROW AHEAD OF THE CATEGORY

PROTECT THE PROFITABLE PORTFOLIO AND CAPTURE THE FULL VALUE OF YOUR 
BRANDS

RE-WRITE THE PROMOTIONAL PROGRAM, PLAN, EXECUTE, EVALUATE AND ONGOING 
OPTIMISATION

Rule 1: Evaluate and protect your market position

- What changes are you experiencing within your markets, channels and categories that you operate 
within, and how will these change within the recession?

- How does your distribution footprint need to change to accommodate the market changes of 
tomorrow?

- Scenario plan what are the most likely impacts of a recession within your channels / customers and 
categories.

- It is important, as we have seen during the last few months, to spread your risk and opportunity,
to play in more channels.

- Understand your markets, channels and prepare for those inevitable lasting changes.
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Rule 2: Shift and manage your risk, and mitigate your exposure

A key next step is to position against competitors or category averages.

Grocery
Pharmacy
Variety
Discounters
Online
On Premise
Quick Service Restaurants
Petrol and Convenience
Wholesalers and Distributors
Export

Online

Grocery
Pharmacy
Variety

On Premise

Export

Current Forecast

9

8

25

3

12

11

16

7
4
6

1

12

13

0

32

20

5
8

4

3
100 97

Example: Channel Shifts

Competitive Strategies: Offensive You have the option of an offensive or defensive competitive 
strategy.

- What is the role and the positioning of your brands versus their competitive sets and the category 
average?

- Do your brands currently overlap each other if you have more than one brand?
- What should be the positioning of your brands within the category?

- A defensive competitive strategy is to hold status quo. 
Remain as is within the portfolio. As the category average 
pricing index increases or decreases, you will follow. Your 
ambition is to hold your share.

- An offensive competitive strategy is to actively target 
revenue, volume and profit pools from your competitive set. 
You actively target to win a greater share of those key profit 
pools. This is about winning disproportionately more, and 
although it is within a recession, you actively target where 
those revenue, volume or profit pools of opportunity will be 
captured.

Risk profile your customer base.
- Determine your risk based on the market analyst’s belief that 50% of smaller businesses will not open

after the health crisis. This risk will continue with cut backs in discretionary spend.

If you have risk, shift the risk.
- Consider outsourcing your deliveries and accounts.
- Determine what is the cost to serve versus outsourcing to a 3rd party. 3rd parties may have a higher

cost-to-serve, however they do take on the account risk, shift risk onto them for account collections, this
may be a greater “saving” for your organisation.
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Rule 3: Follow your consumers

Retail consolidation may represent risk.
- The most favourable terms become ‘umbrella’ terms and are amortised, identify risk and start building

defendable terms or terms where you would realise your benefits.
- Centralisation of buying teams within retailers. Some examples may be state based moving into

centralised national teams, convenience buying teams merging under grocery buying teams.

We know that there will be significant changes to distribution footprints, and lasting changes in 
spending habits.
- It is easier to target your existing consumers that have moved into different channels versus targeting

new consumers that don’t know your products.
- What are the most relevant channels to your consumers in the future?

Map packs (new or existing) with key consumption occasions, missions and price points to build your 
pack price architecture and differentiation.
- How do you become relevant in channels where you don’t currently compete within, however your

consumers have moved into?
- Follow your consumers, and be relevant within that distribution channel. What are the key shopper

missions? What is the price sensitivity within that channel? What packs do we need to serve that missions
and occasion? Spread your risk and opportunity by playing across more channels.

Channels Hypermarkets Supermarkets Pharmacy Variety Discounters Online On Premise
Petrol and 

Convenience
Global Travel 

Retail

Shopper
Missions

Price
Sensitivity

X Large 
Packs

Large 
Packs

Medium
Packs

Small
Packs

Travel
Packs

Single
Dose Packs

Current Distribution

Distribution Opportunity

High High High Low Low Low LowMedium / 
Low

Medium / 
Low

Routine
Weekly Shop

Routine
Weekly Shop

Routine
Weekly Shop Weekly Shop

Monthly 
ShopDispensary Entertaining Travel

Immediate
Consumption
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Marks and Spencer during the 
UK recession decided to 
compete for the premium and 
value restaurants spend, by 
having restaurant quality easy 
to cook meals available within 
their stores. 

Rule 4: Complete full end to end value assessment across the full portfolio

We need to understand where the profit opportunities are within the portfolio, and effectively 
scenario plan how we can either fix these through profit improvement programs, or exit these parts of 
the business.
- This assessment should complete across the total business level, and then at a category, brand and 

even item SKU level.
- An exit may be longer term or could be in the form of a relaunch or a reset.

Premium Restaurants

Value Restaurants

Grocery

Organised Convenience 
Operators

Quick Service 
Restaurants

Rule 5: Every brand needs a clear strategy on price per kilogram/litre, and this should 
grow ahead of the category 

- What could a price per ml increase plan look like for your brands?
- Maximise and grow profit pools within the category.
- Pack and price architecture - weight change < price change.
- Relaunch into higher price tiers.
- Introduce additional benefits and charge more.
- Premium innovation.
- Active distribution could increase price within total market.
- Active mix management - accelerate higher value lines and

de-escalate lower price lines.

Example: Packs by magic price point

MEAL FOR TONIGHT
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Rule 6: Protect the profitable portfolio and capture the full value of your brands

Risk profile your customer base.
- Reset Price Perception within the category.
- Change packs to hold onto your value positioning if required.
- Revisit pricing and promotion.
- Active distribution changes.
- Direct to consumer models.
- Have active conversations with your retailers on how they can look to different shopper payment 

options, for example Afterpay.

Rule 7: Re-write the promotional program, plan, execute, evaluate and ongoing 
optimisation

Determine what are the objectives during the recession? 
- These should change as a result of the different market conditions and channels.
- What are your revenue objectives across the portfolio?
- What are your pricing objectives across the portfolio?

Identify the roles of your brands, packs and distribution channels.
- Which packs are you going to accelerate or reduce investment?
- If you are realising price, which levers from the promotional program will you pull?

Grocery

Pharmacy

Variety

Discounters

Online

On Premise

Petrol and Convenience

Wholesalers

Distributors

Export

CHANNELS
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Determine the cost to compete or promotional intensity within the category. 

Frequency Volume Vol on Deal (%)Avg Depth (%) Vol on Deal (%)

Pack Size A

Pack Size B

Pack Size C

Pack Size D

- How do you compare now, and how will this change in the future?
- Is your opportunity on baseline sales, or winning in promotional volume?

Assess transactional and promotional cells for their growth potential and profit opportunities.

- Where are the share of trade opportunities within the existing and importantly, the new channels to
follow your consumers?

- How do you maintain your high profit and high growth potential cells?
- Which cells offer no growth opportunity and are low profit for your organisation?
- How should we change these promotional events and activities?

High Top Line Growth Potential

Low / No Top Line Growth Potential

High Gross 
Margin %

 Low Gross 
Margin %

Fix cells 
(profit eroding however 
growth potential)

Accelerate cells 
(profitable and growth 

potential)

Protect / maintain cells 
(profitable however no 

growth opportunity) 

Exit cells 
(profit eroding and 
no growth opportunity)
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Effectively scenario plan and externalise your promotional program.

Link revenue objectives into your joint business plan or flight path that will help manage your customer 
base and defend your position with retailer asks.

Continually optimise this promotional program, and respond quickly to changing market conditions.

Working with Exceedra and ensuring ongoing investment optimisation through a Trade Promotional 
Management tool is a critical enabler, linking the strategy and tactics we have been talking about to a 
purpose-fit tool to monitor, optimise, plan and execute.

OPTIMISE

PLAN

EXECUTE

MONITOR
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Revenue Management 
Consultancy

Revenue Management 
Strategy Development

Category Market and 
Performance Diagnostics

Formalised Training and 
Capability Build

Trade Spend & Promotion 
ROI Optimisation

Contingency Planning & 
Risk Mitigation

Integrated Demand & 
Supply Planning

Sales Force Effectiveness 
& Efficiency

BESPOKE REQUIREMENTS THREE YEAR ROADMAP

CATEGORY, PRICE & PACKS TRAINING

SYSTEMISED PLANNING SCENARIO MODELLING

FORECASTING ACCURACY RETAIL EXCELLENCE

PROJECT BASED ROADMAP

MARKET ASSESSMENT CAPABILITY BUILD

EXCEEDRA TPM EXCEEDRA TPO

EXCEEDRA IBP EXCEEDRA POP6

Revenue Management Consultancy Group: 

Leading Revenue Management Consultancy within the Asia-Pacific Region. 
Our top tier private consulting firm specialises in building the right revenue and 
profit programs within the fast-moving consumer goods industry. We have 
significant expertise across several categories and markets and have built 
global best practice proprietary diagnostic tool-kits, frameworks and insights to 
create market-leading revenue programs that enable our clients to achieve 
their business objectives.

Exceedra:

Exceedra is the leading global provider of Integrated Business Planning and 
Revenue Management solutions for Consumer Goods companies. 
Our solution enables our clients to simplify their sales, finance and demand 
planning processes and gain clearer visibility on their Trade Spend ROI. 
Our customers have achieved greater performance in Trade Promotion 
Management/Optimisation, Retail Execution, Customer Business Planning, Joint 
Business Planning, Demand Planning and S&OP.

Exceedra has 18 offices globally and clients in over 30 countries across the 
Americas, Asia Pacific and EMEA. 

Website: www.rmcg.net.au
Email: management@rmcg.net.au

Address: Level 1, 1-5 Link Road, 
Zetland, New South Wales,

2017, Australia
Telephone: +61 430 763 017

Website: www.exceedra.com
Email: sales@exceedra.com

APAC Address: 
Level 15, Parmelia House, 

St. George’s Terrace, Perth,
 6000, Australia  

Telephone: +61 861 623 240
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